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Geothermal 
Air Conditioning 
with Calibre’s Robert Saunders

Robert Saunders is an advocate of clean technologies. He leads Calibre’s 
Renewables team who have worked across many school air conditioning projects 
where energy efficiency and impact on the environment have been key considerations. Robert 
believes geothermal air conditioning is the solution all schools must consider. Here, he shares the 
questions he is most frequently asked about the innovative technology that Calibre is harnessing to air 
condition classrooms in Brisbane and beyond.

How does a geothermal system work? 

A geothermal air conditioning system operates the same 
as a conventional air conditioning system with the heat 
rejection being the only difference. All internal installation is 
no different to a conventional air conditioning system.

What are the benefits of geothermal? 

Installation of geothermal systems offer many benefits for 
schools. With energy efficiency operation being the greatest 
benefit; reduction in plant, removal of noise and offsetting 
potential electricity upgrades are also of high value.

How efficient is a geothermal system 
when compared to a traditional air 
conditioning system? 

Air conditioning performance is measured as Co-efficient 
of Performance (COP). COP refers to the amount of cooling 
or heating in kWhr that is produced from each kilowatt of 
electricity that is consumed.

Conventional systems have a COP of approx. 3.3, meaning 
that for every kW of electricity consumed, there is 3.3kW of 
cooling or heating produced. A geothermal system has a 
COP of 6.5 (6.5 kW of heating or cooling is produced). See 
Figure 2 over the page.

The performance of a conventional system will reduce 
significantly the hotter or colder the ambient air temperature 
becomes as transfer of heat reduces. This makes the 
efficiency gain for a geothermal system greater.

The hot (or cold) 
refrigerant is circulated 
through a fan coil unit in 
the home, providing 
ducted heating or 
cooling.
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A ground source heat pump 
uses a compressor to compress 
a refrigerant gas.
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Thermal energy is rejected to the 
ground via hot (or cold) refrigerant.2
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Figure 1: How geothermal works
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What are the spatial requirements? 

Geothermal heat pumps are significantly smaller than 
conventional air conditioning systems and offer greater 
flexibility in design locations. Safety screening and associated 
build works required with conventional air conditioning plants 
are not required. 

How noisy is a geothermal system? 

Geothermal heat pumps operate at 51db which is equivalent 
to background noise.  

What are the maintenance requirements 
for a geothermal system? 

Due to the variance in size and scope, school maintenance 
programs are developed on a case-by-case basis. Programs 
are in line the Australian standards (AIRAH DA19). With 
less moving parts, geothermal systems offer reduced 
maintenance requirements.

How much does it cost to install? 

Our geothermal systems are custom designed to each 
school’s individual needs which means installation costs vary. 
To get an estimate, contact geo@calibregroup.com. 

How long do the loops last?

The lifespan of the ground loops is 50+ years.

What is the return on investment?

Based on monitored system data analysis of geothermal 
systems at Mt Maria College, energy savings and expected 
recovery of additional costs associated with install is 
estimated to be four years. To request a copy of the 
monitoring report, please email geo@calibregroup.com.  

How deep do you drill?

Our specialist geothermal drilling rigs which are owned and 
operated by Calibre Diona can drill to depths of 110m which 
is roughly the length of a football field. The holes are typically 
125mm in diameter.

What are the loops made of?

Geothermal loop material is chosen specifically to suit the 
system type. Water based systems utilise high density 
polyethelene (HDPE). Direct exchange systems utilise R410A 
grade refrigerant copper. 

Can you use it in hard rock?

Calibre Diona drilling rigs are capable of both down-the-hole-
hammer (DTHH) for hard formations or rotary polycrystalline 
diamond compact (PDC) for softer rocks like sandstone.

Where is the equipment made?

Manufactured by Calibre Diona in Brisbane, Australia, all 
geothermal loops are made to ISO:9001 standards and 
are delivered to site preassembled and to strict quality 
controls. Heat pumps are supplied by leading third party air 
conditioning manufacturers. 

Need expert advice? Find the right solution that meets the unique requirements of your school by contacting us today:
Contact Us

Robert Saunders
Building Services & Renewables Leader 
M 0416 029 160 
E  Robert.Saunders@calibregroup.com 

Mark Langdon
Business Unit Leader, Sustainability Solutions 
M 0434 425 301
E  Mark.Langdon@calibregroup.com

Ask the Expert

When Business Manger Kym Schultz 
embarked on a project to air condition 
classrooms at St Mary’s Catholic College, she engaged an industry 
partner in Calibre’s Robert Saunders whose expert set of eyes 
helped her turn the insurmountable into the achievable. To learn 
more about Kym’s experience working with Calibre, watch this 
video.
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Figure 2: Coefficient of performance (COP) comparison
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Kym Schultz
Business Manager
Saint Mary’s Catholic College
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